
TUTORIAL 

MIDO4U DIGITAL PLATFORM 

A chance to reverse these stay-at-home days in a moment of inspiration!

MIDO4U is  the  digital  platform  able  to  make  all  the  MIDO  wonder  available  for
exhibitors and visitors:

the best collections and the best products of eyewear in your hands!



You can buy, sell, explore, select and be inspired just visiting the platform.

MIDO4U is an occasion, our way to show how much we care about eyewear, in any shape! 

Discover innovation, models, colours and everythings matter in the creation.

MIDO is the best eyewear show all around the world and it has been important for 50 years: 
we won’t stop now.
 
Be responsible, stay at home,  but keep on Live the wonder with MIDO4U!



Login as EXHIBITOR or VISITOR 
through the specific button. 

If it’s your first Login:

● As a  Visitor you just need the identity number of your MIDO pass for your first Login.
After that,  you will  have your personal credentials to visit  the platform everytime you
want.

● As an Exhibitor, you can click on contact us to receive your login credentials and then you
will be free to upload your collections and visit the platform everytime you need.



Once you’re in you can look for anything you want thanks to the search bar. 

If you want to explore the platform, you’ll find a categories bar at the bottom of the page,
divided into: 

● Exhibitors
● Brands
● All products

In the homepage, you will find the WHAT’S NEW section, with last products updated



Scrolling your homepage you will  find a  SUGGESTED FOR YOU area, where you can get
inspiration for your exploring or for your buying.   

Maybe you can find something you don’t know yet you want! 



Through  the  bottom bar,  you  can  reach  the  Exhibitors page,  where  you  can  find  the
alphabetical list of all the exhibitors. 

Clicking on each one you will see and buy its collections and products.



Through  the  bottom  bar,  you  can  reach  the  Brands page,  where  you  can  find  the
alphabetical list of all the brands in MIDO2020. 

Clicking on each one you will see and buy collections and products.



Through  the  bottom  bar,  you  car  reach  the  All  Products page,  where  you  can  find
everything you need, labelled among categories. 

You can select which Kind of products you want to visit, making your choose based on: 

● Frames
● Sun
● Lenses
● Kids
● Sport
● Goggles
● Technology
● Accessories
● Materials



Thanks to the platform options you can also organize your

WISHLIST

And you can select and review all your

FAVOURITE BRANDS



We know these are tough times and we hope MIDO4U will be a chance for everyone to
Live the Wonder even staying at home!

Enjoy your time and get your inspiration! 


